Oral histories have been described as
‘the first kind of history’. They’re the
passing on of knowledge, memory
and experience by word of mouth and
can take many forms such as folklore,
myths, songs and stories passed down
over the years by word of mouth. It is
an invaluable way of gathering knowledge and understanding of older people, it can also involve interviewing
younger generations.
They are not always about the past
memories, they can be a way of recording in the present too!
Oral histories are a great way to
gather, record, and preserve a diverse
range of personal experiences that
generally are not well documented in
written sources or traditional history
in Western society.

Oral histories are super easy to gather, from writing down stories that
you hear, to writing poems about recent or past events from your direct experience, to making a recording from something like a phone.
There are many ways to record and in today’s activity we are going
to be thinking about different ways of exploring local Oral histories
using diaries as a form to record the things we experience, hear and
are told!
Firstly though we will look at two different forms of recording oral
history through poems written by Grace Nichols and oral history
recording through Scottish Waulking songs.

Grace Nichols
Island Man
Morning
And Island man wakes up
To the sound of blue surf
In his head
The steady breaking and wombing
Wild seabirds
And fisherman pulling out to sea
The sun surfacing defiantly
From the east
Of his small emerald island
He always comes back groggily groggily
Comes back to sands
Of a grey metallic soar
To surge of wheels
To dull North Circular roar
Muffling muffling
His crumpled pillow waves
Island man heaves himself
Another London day

Grace Nichols was born and educated in Guyana. Since moving to Britain in 1977
and winning the 1983 Commonwealth Poetry Prize for her first collection; ‘I is a
Long-Memoried Woman’ she has written many books for both adults and children
including a novel, ‘Whole Of A Morning Sky’.
Grace often uses end rhyme but she writes in free verse too, as well as writing raps
and other chant-like poems. There is lots of music in her poems, thanks in part to
her occasional use of Creole and non-standard English to help bring the natural
sounds of speech to her writing.
In a interview with Grace Nichols with the EA:
“Which topics influence your poetry?
Of course, my Guyana childhood, which embraces the power of memory. I also
like to explore linkages to mythology and history, dreams and landscape. I love the
living landscape and always keep an eye on it. But everyday happenings also inspire
poems like when I first saw these two teenagers on a skate boards, I imagined they
were two ‘teenage earthbirds’ trying to take off which led me towards a poem.
What advice can you give to aspiring poets?
My advice would be to read widely from poets of different cultural backgrounds
including poetry from the oral tradition and to be true to your own imagination. If
an idea or image persists, then you should go with it. Write about your own experiences. It’s what you know best. Write about things that really matter to you, that
excite you, so that at the end of the day, at least you’d be writing about your own
truth and not somebody else’s.”

Waulking songs & Oral histoires.
Waulking songs are Scottish folk songs, traditionally sung in the
Gaelic language by women while fulling cloth.
Waulking was the last stage in the production of homespun tweed.
During this process, the cloth would be beaten rhythmically, usually
by hand, to shrink and soften it. It would generally be carried out by
a group of between eight and twelve women on a hard surface, such
as a table, and was known as luathadh in Gaelic.
Waulking songs would be sung throughout this laborious process
in order to keep the rhythm and make the work a little easier. It was
also a social occasion, with the opportunity to catch up on local
news and gossip.
Waulking songs orally document the process of waulking the cloth.
The wool would be banged off the table of ‘waulked’, in time to
songs that take the form of question and answer type songs. One
woman would sing the question and the rest of the group would
sing the response.
The waulking would begin with a slow song, increasing in speed as
the cloth dried, and the women got warmed up. In Uist and Barra,
after being waulked the cloth was rolled up, and patted to smooth it
out to the accompaniment of a clapping song (oran basaidh) which
was a fast, cheerful song, sometimes an improvised “pairing off ”
song, when the names of those present would be linked with local
young men.
You can hear many examples of waulking songs online!!

